Hello Everyone,

The best times appear to be Monday from 3-4 pm or Thursday, 10-11 am. Harald can't meet on R and Kelly can't meet on M so perhaps we can alternate between M and R.

Let's met next Thursday at 10 am in STB 310. We'll look at the items that I sent to your tasks page. They include the following:

- B.A. in Hawaiian Studies – program modification
- Certificate in Hawaiian Language – program modification
- HAW 453
- HAW 454
- HAW 455
- HWST 405
- HWST 461
- HWST 463
- HWST 464
- HWST 472
- HWST 473
- HWST 474
- The Kahuawiola Indigenous Teacher Education Program from CHL
- The Doctor of Nursing program modification

We'll also discuss a motion before Faculty Congress (see attachment) regarding fast-tracking changes.

See you next week.

Norbert

---
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